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Software State-of-the-Art
Selected Papers
edited by Tom DeMarco and Timothy Lister

A Decade’s Worth of Classic Papers—
Collected into a Single Volume

In one convenient collection, People-
ware authors Tom DeMarco and Timothy Lister present a decade’s worth of papers that changed the history of software development. Published in 1990, this collection represents some of the best writing from some of the biggest names in the industry: Frederick P. Brooks, Gerald M. Weinberg, Watts S. Humphrey, T. Capers Jones, Barry W. Boehm, Bill Curtis, Donald E. Knuth, Victor R. Basili, Brad Cox, Harlan Mills, and many more.

The papers were selected from more than a dozen sources, including IEEE Computer, Software—Practice & Experience, IEEE Transactions on Software Engineering, and Communications of the ACM.

“This is what it must be like to dine with a celebrated gourmet and have your meal ordered for you. . . . there is something here for everyone. Kudos to DeMarco and Lister for orchestrating a valuable and relevant collection.”

—Robert Wray, CASE Trends

“. . . a must read since it contains many of the original works that defined the growth of software engineering in the last decade.”

—Warren Keuffel, Computer Language

“Everyone will have his or her own favorite in this list (mine is Brooks’s ‘No Silver Bullet’ paper). . . . there will be quite a few that you have been meaning to read but have been unable to find. Now you have no excuse. . . . buy this book . . .”

—Ed Yourdon, American Programmer

WINNER OF COMPUTER BOOK REVIEW’S MAEVENTECAWARD 1991 for “books which are exemplary in style, content, and format.”